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We present a general procedure for accurate nonperturbative treatment of the angular distribution

and partial widths for multiphoton above-threshold detachment (ATD) of atoms or negative ions in in-

tense laser fields. The procedure consists of the following two steps: (1) The resonance wave function is

determined by means of the non-Hermitian Floquet Hamiltonian method. The Floquet Hamiltonian is

discretized by the complex scaling generalized pseudospectral method recently developed by Yao and

Chu [Chem. Phys. Lett. 204, 381 (1993)]. No computation of potential matrix elements is required, and

the kinetic-energy matrix elements can be evaluated analytically. (2) The angular distribution and par-
tial rates are calculated, based on an exact difFerential expression, and a procedure is developed for the

backrotation of the total complex resonance wave function to the real axis. The method is applied to the

study of multiphoton ATD of H in strong fields at 10.6 pm. An accurate one-electron model potential

[Laughlin and Chu, Phys. Rev. A 48, 4654 (1993)],which reproduces the known H binding energy and

the low-energy e-H(1s) elastic scattering phase shifts, is employed. At this low frequency, the resonance

wave functions can be obtained eSciently and rather accurately by means of a nonperturbative adiabatic

approach recently developed by Telnov [J.Phys. B 24, 2967 (1991)]. This adiabatic theory is also valid in

the limit of weak fields, and its validation is justified by its agreement with the exact perturbation calcu-

lations for the seven- and eight-photon detachment of H . Detailed results for the angular distribution

and partial widths for multiphoton ATD of H are presented for the moderately strong laser intensity

regime (10' -10"W/cm~) at 10.6 pm.

PACS number(s): 32.80.Rm, 32.80.Fb, 42.50.Hz

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been considerable interest both ex-
perimentally [1—3) and theoretically [4—6] in the study of
multiphoton detachment of H . The H ion is one of
the simplest yet delicate three-body systems and possesses
only one bound state. For moderate laser intensities used
in recent experiments (10 -10" W/cm~), structure far
above the ionization threshold can be safely ignored.
This simplifying feature renders the multiphoton detach-
ment of H a unique and fundamental process to study.
In this paper we present the first theoretical study on the
angular distribution and partial widths for multiphoton
above-threshold detachment (ATD) of H

The H ion is described by an accurate one-electron
model recently constructed [5] to reproduce both the ex-
act experimental binding energy [7] and the low-energy
e-H( ls) elastic phase shifts [8]. The one-photon photode-
tachment cross sections based on this model potential are
in excellent agreement with earlier accurate correlated
two-electron calculations [9]. The H model potential
has been employed to study the generalized two- to
eight-photon detachment cross sections based on the
lowest-nonvanishing-order perturbation theory and the

'Permanent address: Institute of Physics, St. Petersburg State
University, 198904 St. Petersburg, Russia.

solution of the associated set of inhomogeneous
differential equations [5]. More recently the H model
potential has been used to study the intensity-dependent
multiphoton detachment rates in nonperturbative re-
gimes [6]. A complex-scaling generalized pseudospectral
(CSGP} technique [6,10] is introduced to discretize and
facilitate the solution of the time-independent non-
Hermitian Floquet Hamiltonian [11,12] for the complex
quasienergies. A simulation of the intensity-averaged
multiphoton detachment rates is achieved by considering
the experimental conditions of the laser and H beams.
The results [6] (without any free parameters) are in good
agreement with the experimental data [3],both in the ab-
solute magnitude and in the threshold behavior.

The motivations and outline of this paper are described
as follows. (i) First, we extend our recent nonperturba-
tive study of the total multiphoton detachment rates of
H [6] to the detailed study of angular distribution and
partial widths associated with the ATD processes. Ex-
perimental study of ATD processes is being planned [13].
Such a theoretical study can provide insights regarding
the feasibility of observing the ATD phenomena. (ii)
The determination of angular distribution and partial
widths are by no means straightforward. In this paper,
we present a new procedure for accurate calculation of
both angular distribution and partial widths based on a
back rotation of the total resonance wave functions to the
real axis and an exact differential formula [14]. The
(complex-quasienergy} resonance wave functions are ob-
tained by the solution of the non-Hermitian Floquet
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Hamiltonian and the use of the CSGP technique. The
CSGP procedure does not require the computation of po-
tential matrix elements and is computationally simpler
and faster than the conventional basis-set expansion-
variational methods. The advantages and usefulness of
this method have been discussed in [6,10]. (iii) For laser
frequency smaller than the photodetachment binding en-

ergy, such as the CO& laser wavelength 10.6 pm used in
the experiments of Tang and co-workers [1—3], approxi-
mate yet accurate resonance wave functions can be also
obtained by the nonperturbative adiabatic theory recently
developed [14]. We examine the validity of the adiabatic
theory in both weak and nonperturbative regimes by
comparing the adiabatic results with exact perturbation
[5] and Floquet calculations [6], respectively. We then
apply the adiabatic theory to obtain the detailed angular
distribution and partial widths for multiphoton ATD of
H at three moderate strong laser intensities: 10',
5 X 10', and 10"W/cm .

We begin in Sec. II the presentation of the general
theory for electron distributions, the adiabatic wave func-
tions, and a new procedure for obtaining the angular dis-
tributions and partial widths. Section III presents the
main numerical results for ATD of H at 10.6 pm. This
is followed by a conclusion in Sec. IV.

E~E (F~O) .

The periodically time-dependent wave function f(r, t)
can be expanded in a Fourier series:

g(r, t) = g 1t (r) exp( imcot—) . (4)

where %(r, t) is the quasienergy wave function in the
length gauge; W(r) is the accurate one-electron H mod-
el potential (see [5,6]); F and co are, respectively, the laser
field strength and frequency [linear polarization of the
laser field is assumed in Eq. (1)]. The wave function
%(r, t) can be represented as

%(r, t) = exp( —iet)f(r, r ),
1((r, t) =g(r, t +2m /co),

e being the quasienergy. If the wave function %(r, t} de-
scribes the decay process (outgoing wave boundary condi-
tions} then the quasienergy is complex with the absolute
value of the imaginary part equal to the half of the total
width. It is well known that the quasienergy is defined
modulo m; we choose it as a continuous function of the
field amplitude F with the zero-field limit equal to the un-

perturbed energy value E:

II. THEORY

A. General expressions
for the electron distributions

In the F~O limit the Fourier component m =0 corre-
sponds to the unperturbed wave function.

Our method of evaluating the electron distributions is
based on the following exact expression for the
differential electron flux [14]

We make use of the Floquet solution %(r, t) of the
time-dependent Schrodinger equation (atomic units will
be used throughout the paper): sin8 d8 (5)

i—%(r, t)=[—
—,'V + W(r)+F r cosset]%'(r, t), where the n-photon detachment amplitude A„ is defined

as follows:

A„= f d~exp[inr i ,'F co sin2—r+—iFco k„c s8ocosr]
2m'

X f d r'exp i sins ik„(r r') W(—r')P(r', rico) .. (F r')
N

(6)

This expression is extracted from the exact integral equa-
tion for the decay wave function f(r, t), the latter equa-
tion being obtained with the help of the Green function
for the motion in the uniform ac field (see [14]).

The physical meaning of the left-hand side in Eq. (5) is
the flux density (I „ is the partial width) of the electrons
detached from the ion with the absorption of n photons
and ejected under the angle 8 with respect to the field
vector F direction. On the right-hand side, k„ is the elec-
tron drift momentum defined as

k„=+2(ReE„—Uz },
where

E~ —E, +neo

is the electron energy after absorption of n photons, and

U~ =F (2')

is the mean oscillation energy (equal to the ponderomo-
tive potential). The detachment is possible only if
ReE„&U; from this inequality one can extract n

the minimal number of photons required for detachment.
With the increase of the laser field strength F, the
minimal number of photons n;„also increases due to the
increase of the positive ponderomotive energy shift of the
detachment threshold.

In Eq. (6), r is the unit vector in the direction of the
electron ejection. In the spherical coordinate system with
the z polar axis along the vector F, r is defined by the po-
lar angle 8 and azimuthal angle y. However, for the
spherically symmetrical potential W and the initial state
with definite angular momentum and its z projection, the
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electron distributions do not depend on the angle g. This
fact is already taken into account in Eq. (5) where the in-
tegration over y is performed. So, the partial widths I „
representing the energy spectrum are obtained from (5)
by integration over the angle 8'.

+„(x,y) = g ( —1)'&,(x)&„&,(y) . (16)

where J„(x) is the ordinary Bessel function, and the gen-
eralized Bessel function d„(x,y) is defined as follows:

dI „I „=f d8 = k„J d8sinB~A„~ (10) B. Adiabatic ansatz for the wave function

The total width I is the sum of I „ for those n corre-
sponding to the open channels:

A„= g J d r'e p[xik„(r r')]—A„' '(r')W(r')

where

X 1( (r'), (12)

A„' '(r'}= J d~exp[ig „(~,r')], (13)

n =nmin

Certainly, the correct results for the electron distribu-
tions are given by Eqs. (5) and (10) if the wave function
P(r, t) is normalized to unit probability. The normaliza-
tion of the wave function P(r, t) is not straightforward be-
cause it represents a resonance state with the complex
quasienergy and diverges exponentially as r~ 00. How-
ever, if the decay rate is small enough (and any Floquet
theory is applicable, at least, if the decay during one field
cycle is negligible), a number of simple and consistent
normalization procedures can be suggested. The discus-
sion of the normalization problem as well as the deduc-
tion of Eq. (5) based on the Green-function method can
be found in Ref. [14]. In the present paper we adopt the
normalization procedure based on the normalization in-
tegral without complex conjugated radial wave functions.
Such an integral may be analytically continued in the
complex r-coordinate plane (where the wave function
vanishes at infinity) and evaluated by the usual methods.
The error inserted by such a procedure is of the order of
squared total width and is negligible for the laser intensi-
ties under consideration.

Using the Fourier expansion (4}, one can represent the
amplitude A„ in the following form:

The expressions for the electron angular and energy
distributions written above are exact within the frame-
work of the Floquet theory. However, since the analyti-
cal exact solution of Eq. (1}does not exist and numerical
solution requires large-scale computations [6] we look
into some approximate (yet accurate} solution for the
wave function. For multiphoton ionization or detach-
ment processes the adiabatic theory [14,15] can be used.
This theory implies that the radiation frequency is small
compared with the ionization potential but enables non-
perturbative treatment of the external field. Adiabatic
theory suggests the following ansatz for the wave func-
tion (Fourier component) g (r) in Eq. (4):

(r)=C [4(E,y, r)+( —1) 4(E,y, —r)],
(17)

where y =y(E ), E =a+ mco, and the functions y(E)
and 4(E,y(E), r) are found by solving the time-
independent equation

[——,'V + W(r)+y(E)(F r)]4(E,y(E), r)

=E@(E,y(E), r) .

(18)

In Eq. (18) the energy value E is fixed and the y(E) value
is obtained as an eigenvalue depending on E as a parame-
ter (outgoing wave boundary conditions are assumed}.
For real E, y(E) is complex, and vice versa, reflecting the
possibility of tunneling decay in the static field. The an-
satz (17}preserves the proper spatial parity of the Fourier
components 1i (r} following from the exact symmetry of
the time-dependent Schrodinger equation (1}with respect
to the discrete transformation r~ —r, t ent+2m. /co. The
details concerning the deduction of Eq. (17) can be found
in Ref. [15]. The coefficients C in Eq. (17) satisfy the
three-term recursion relations:

C2 z+ C2 +2 =2(2)'2 —1)C2 (19)
y „(r,r') ={n —m )r —

—,'F co sin2r

+Fco k„cos8 cosv+ sin~ .
—2 {F.r'}

(14)

1
Cz +i-

2 V2m +1
( C2m + C2m +2 ) (20)

A„' '(r')= g i~ cF„(F(2'),Fco k„cos8)
p= oo

(F r'}
CO

(15)

Integration over the w variable in (13) can be performed
exactly, the result being expressed via the Bessel func-
tions:

One should impose zero boundary conditions on C2 as
m ~k ao. Then Eq. (19) is an eigenvalue problem for the
quasienergy c, since y2~ depends on E2~=c.+2m'.
After solving the Eq. (19), the value Res describes the ac
Stark shifted energy level (in low-frequency limit) and
Imc provides the tunneling decay rate. The latter should
be discarded because the correct tota1 detachment rate in
the ac field is given by Eq. (11)and can be obtained after
the calculation of the electron energy distribution. The
equations (19) and (20) imply the normalization of the
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function 4(E,y, r) in the following way:

f d r 4 (E,y(E), r)=y(E) dy(E)
dE

(21)

An arbitrary multiplier that appears in the solutions of
Eqs. (19) and (20) should be chosen to ensure the normal-
ization of the total wave function (4) to unity [14].

C. Generalized complex-scaling pseudospectral method
and reverse complex scaling of the resonance

wave function: procedure for the
determination of the partial widths

The solution of the complex eigenvectors in Eq. (18)
ean be greatly facilitated by the use of the complex rota-
tion [6] of the r coordinate, r ~r exp(ia), since for real r
the function 4(E,y(E), r) manifests exponential diver-
gence as r ~ oo and cannot be subject to unique boundary
conditions. We use the complex-scaling generalized pseu-
dospectral method recently developed [6,10]. Briefiy,
after Eq. (18}is complex rotated, we discretize the radial
coordinate r by the generalized pseudospectral technique,
and a nonlinear algebraic mapping [see Eq. (26) below] is
applied to substitute a finite coordinate interval for the
infinite r semiaxis. Such a mapping gives a larger density
of collocation points near r =0, which enables more ac-
curate description of the Coulomb and centrifugal poten-
tial singular behavior near the origin. The background
and details of the method can be found elsewhere [6].
Here we recollect the principal equations only and de-
scribe an alternative procedure for obtaining the partial
widths from the complex-rotated wave functions. All the
equations below assume that the coordinate r has already
been complex rotated.

Equation (18) is really two dimensional since the pro-
jection of the angular momentum onto the Qeld axis is an
integral of motion. Introducing the spherical coordinate
system (r, 8,y} with the polar axis along the field F direc-
tion one can write

4(E,y, r)= exp(iMp)r 'P (r, cos8) . (22)

Here M is the projection of the angular momentum on
the field axis; below we consider M =0 as it is for the de-
tachment from the H ion. The function P (r, cos8) de-
pends on r and 8 only and (as a function of 8) can be ex-
panded in the series of Legendre polynomials:

(r, cos8)= g /21+1$, (r)P, ( cost) . (23)

~I+, I=&i i+(1+1)[(21+1)(21+3)] '
y Fr .

(24)

As our calculations show, for laser intensities 10' —10"
Vi'/cm (of current experimental interests [3]) one has to
retain no more than ten angular momenta in the sum (23)
to achieve convergence. The functions P &(r} with
different I constitute an eigenvector of the complex syrn-
rnetric Hamiltonian defined as follows:

1 d l(1+1)

Here PN(x) is the Legendre polynomial; the collocation
points x (and corresponding points r in the r .variable)
are the zeros of the derivative PN(x}, and j =0 and j =N
correspond to x = —1 and x =1, respectively. The vari-
able x scans the interval [ —1, 1] and is related to
r E [0, ~ ] as follows:

1+xr=R
1 x

exp(ia), (26)

where R is a real sealing parameter and a is the angle of
complex rotation. The complex-scaling generalized pseu-
dospectral method reduces the differential equation with
the Hamiltonian (24) to a non-Hermitian matrix eigenval-
ue problem for the vector [P &(rJ)]. Since the wave

function under consideration describes a resonance state
and increases exponentially for real r~ ~, the angle of
complex rotation a should be positive to ensure stability
of the method, so the function is obtained on the ray in
the complex r plane where it vanishes as r ~ ~ .

The functions P &(r) and P I(r) have the same values
at r =r, so Eq. (25) may be considered as an interpola-
tion formula. The greater the order N of the Legendre
polynomial, the better the approximation (25). However,
this interpolation originally gives the values of the eigen-
function on the ray defined by the angle a in the complex
r plane, whereas to calculate the distributions one needs
the wave function for real r. [See Eqs. (12)—(15): for
complex r the functions to be integrated increase ex-
ponentially with r ~~.] To avoid this difficulty one
should rotate the wave function back to the real r axis.
An important point which is not clear a priori is that
such a back rotation may be performed with the approxi-
mate expression (25). To get the wave function for real r
one has to insert in (25) complex x values defined by the
equation,

r exp( —iu) —R
x =

r exp( —in)+R
As our test calculations show, the resulting wave function
is an excellent approximation to the eigenfunction on the
real r range, which is important for the calculation of the
electron angular distributions and partial widths. Final-
ly, we note that the reverse complex-scaling technique de-
scribed here can be also applied directly to the exact
wave function in Eq. (6), providing an alternative pro-

According to the complex-scaling generalized pseudos-
pectral method [6], the Hamiltonian (24) is discretized on
a set of collocation grid space points, the potential matrix
elements being diagonal. The kinetic-energy operator
matrix elements can be evaluated analytically. As dis-
cussed elsewhere [6], this procedure is computationally
more efficient than the traditional basis-set expansion
method. The approximation P &(r) for the function

P &(r) is represented by the following sum via its values

on a set of collocation points r:
[P~+ i(x) P~ i(x) ]( 1 x )

0 (2%+1)(x—x, )(1 x)P&—(x )

(25)
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cedure for accurate determination of partial widths from
the total exact (complex-rotated) wave function.

III. RESULTS

A. Weak-field limit

B. Comparison with accurate Floquet calculations

To test our procedure for the determination of partial
rates from the complex-rotated wave functions, we per-
formed the calculations of partial widths with accurate
Floquet wave functions (without adiabatic ansatz) for the

O
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FIG. 1. Generalized cross sections for eight-photon detach-
ment (in units of 10 cm' s ). Solid curve: adiabatic theory,
present paper; dashed curve: perturbation theory [5].

Unlike the Keldysh-Faisal-Reiss theories [16]and their
modified versions, which are used to describe tunnel mul-
tiphoton detachment of the electron bound in the short-
range potential but give incorrect results in the perturba-
tion regime, the adiabatic theory has no formal limita-
tions from the weak external fields. To test the accuracy
of the adiabatic theory in this limit, we performed the
calculations of detachment rates for weak external fields
to obtain generalized cross sections. The cross sections
were calculated for a number of frequency values corre-
sponding to eight-photon detachment for which the exact
perturbation-theory results were obtained earlier [5] (by
means of an extension of the Dalgarno-Lewis inhomo-
geneous differential equation approach [17]} with the
same model potential. The results are presented in Fig. 1.
They show general good agreement (within a few percent)
between the perturbation and adiabatic theories, justify-
ing the validity of the adiabatic approach. In the follow-
ing we also present the numerical data for the generalized
seven-photon detachment cross section cr' ' obtained for
the 10.6-pm radiation of the CO2 laser used in the Los
Alamos experiments [3]. As one can see, the perturba-
tion theory [18] and adiabatic theory differ by no more
than 2%:

cr' '=3.571X10 cm' s (perturbation theory),
(28)

tr'7'=3. 639X10 z cm'4s (adiabatic theory) .

case of three-photon dominant electron detachment. The
accurate total widths in this case are available in Ref. [6].
The results are shown in Table I for two sets of the exter-
nal field parameters (frequency and intensity). One can
see an excellent agreement (within 0.6%) between the to-
tal rates obtained by accurate Floquet calculations (diag-
onalization of the non-Hermitian Floquet matrix) and by
the procedure based on Eq. (11) and described in Sec.
II C. These results justify our present procedure for the
determination of partial widths using the reverse complex
scaling of the wave functions. We should stress the sta-
bility of this procedure. According to Eq. (6) the wave
function is required in the core region where the comput-
ed data are the most reliable. Unlike the method of Ref.
[19] we do not need to investigate the asymptote of the
complex rotated wave function where it decreases ex-
ponentially and may be perturbed strongly by the compu-
tational errors.

C. Energy and angular distributions
for above-threshold multiphoton detachment
of the electrons by intense 10.6-pm radiation

We present here the results of the calculation of multi-
photon above-threshold detachment (ATD} by 10.6-pm
radiation for the intensities I =10', 5X10', and 10"
W/cm . The 10.6 pm is the CO&-laser laboratory wave-

length used in a recent experiment by Tang et al. [3].
Even at the lowest intensity I=10' W/cm considered
here the detachment regime is already nonperturbative
since the minimum number of photons required for the
detachment is equal to 8, whereas the process is seven
photon for the weak fields. Due to the shift of the de-
tachment threshold in intense fields, the seven-photon
channel is already closed and one peak in the electron en-
ergy spectrum switched off. For the intensities 5 X 10'
and 10" W/cm, we find n;„=11and n;„=16,respec-
tively.

The energy spectra of the detached electrons are
presented in Figs. 2-4 for the intensities 10', 5X10',
and 10" W/cm, respectively. For the lowest intensity
I = 10' W/cm considered here (Fig. 2), the energy spec-
trum shows quite rapid decrease of the partial rates as the
number of photons absorbed increases. The first peak in
the spectrum (n =n;„=8) is the highest, and only five to
six peaks contribute significantly to the total rate. The
medium strong I =5 X 10' W/cm case (Fig. 3) is a clear
demonstration of the peak switching phenomenon. The
first peak in the spectrum (n =n;„=11)is very close to
the threshold, and its intensity is already less than that of
the second one. The nonperturbative behavior of the
spectrum is also pronounced in the plateau near
n =14—16 where the peaks have comparable heights.
The strong-field detachment features are the most dis-
tinct for I =10" W/cm (Fig. 4). The energy spectrum
demonstrates a broad plateau where the partial rates de-
crease slowly with the increasing n (number of photons
absorbed} showing nonmonotonous dependence on n
According to the adiabatic theory [14] the part of the en-
ergy spectrum with the smooth dependence on the num-
ber of absorbed photons has the scale 2U .

The numerical data for the partial rates is presented in
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TABLE I. Partial and total rates for three-photon dominant detachment. The rates labeled A are
obtained from accurate Floquet wave functions by the procedure of Sec. II C. The total rates labeled 8
are obtained from direct diagonalization of the non-Hermitian Floqnet Hamiltonian [6].

Frequency,
(eV)

0.276

Intensity,
(10' W/cID )

0.8

Number of
photons
absorbed

3

5

Partial rates,
410 ' a.u. )

7.271
0.258
0.007

Total rates
(10 a.u. )

7.536

0.357 3.6 128.4
9.762
0.861
0.058

139.1 139.9

Table II. The partial rates shown for the intensities 10'
and 5 X 10' W/cm constitute the converged result for
the total rates, whereas for I = 10"W/cm a larger num-
ber of partial rates is required than can be placed in the
table. So, the total rate for I =10"W/cm is calculated
from a larger number of partial rates than it is shown in
Table II.

The angular distributions are presented in Figs. 5 —7
for the angular range [0,90'] since they are symmetrical
with respect to the transformation 8~m. —8. The distri-
butions show strong anisotropy, especially for high-
energy ATD peaks. The electrons with the high energies
are ejected in the directions close to that of the laser
electric-field polarization vector. The decrease of partial
rates with increasing n is achieved mainly due to narrow-
ing the angular distribution, whereas the differential rates

I

for the angles close to 8=0(n. ) demonstrate nonmonoto-
nous dependence on n and are comparable in magnitude
for a large number of ATD peaks (for example,
n =20—26for I=10"W/cm ).

The anisotropy of angular distributions can help to ob-
serve ATD electrons in experiments. Thus, for I =10'
W/cm in the angular range +20' around t) =0 it is much
more probable to detect the ATD electron with n =9
than the electron absorbed the minimal number of pho-
tons n;„=8, whereas the partial rate for the latter is
about 3.5 times greater.

For the tunneling detachment regime
[(co+ 2E /F) &(—1, E being the electron energy in the
initial state], which is to a great extent realized for
I = 10" W/cm, an approximate formula for the
differential rate [Eqs. (5) and (6)] can be obtained

8 2

k„(2A,„F) ~ g cos 3 U~co 'p„A,„(n —m )arctan( A—,„/p„) —m
sin8 d8 p n n n n

Pl l.

X J'd r' exp i sins —ik„(r r') W(r')g (r'). (F r')

a. „+2k,„(Fr')
XAi

(u,„F)'"
i'. OQ

i.OG

0.00
rl Or)

I.

0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 ".00 1.20 1.40 i.60
'.
- iec tron dri!t energy jet~

FIG. 2. Electron energy distribution after multiphoton
above-threshold detachment by 10.6-pm, 10' W/cm radiation.
The heights of the bars correspond to the partial rates after ab-
sorption of n photons, starting with n;„=8.

Q gO 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00
- ~ec ', r~&r, crj'l er'clergy I eV,'

FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 2 for the intensity 5 X 10' W/cm;
n;„=11.
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where Ai(x) is the Airy function, and the following nota-
tions are used:

p„=coF 'k„cost,

X„=+1—p'„,
,2 =k 2sjn2y

(30)

(31)

(32)

The detailed theory of tunneling detachment and ion-

I I I,j t, ~

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60
Elec t'on drift energy (eV)

FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 2 for the intensity 10" W/cm;
n;„=16.

ization containing the derivation of Eq. (29) will be
presented elsewhere. Here we point out only that this
equation is valid for k„&4U, i.e., within the naturally
scaled range for low-frequency detachment [14]. For
moderate strong laser acids, the Fourier component $0(r)
has the greatest weight in the sum over rn in (29). Then,
the oscillations in the angular distributions are governed
mainly by the simple expression

cos [3U co 'p, „A,„n—arctan(A, „/p„)],
the other terms in Eq. (29) being responsible for the abso-
lute value. The comparison of the oscillatory behavior of
(33) with the exact angular distributions following from
Eqs. (5) and (6) and presented in Fig. 7 shows an excellent
agreement with respect to the minima and maxima posi-
tions [note that the expression (33) preserves the zeros of
the angular distributions at 8=90' for odd n, which fol-
lows from the exact equation (6)].

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a general procedure
for nonperturbative study of the angular distribution and
partial widths for multiphoton above-threshold ioniza-
tion of atoms or detachment of negative ions in intense
laser fields. The method is based on the back rotation of

TABLE II. Partial rates for the detachment by 10.6-pm radiation.

Number of
photons
absorbed

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

25
26

28
29
30
31
32
33
34

I= 10' W/cm

0.7117x10-'
0.2034x 10-'
0.4323 X 10
0.5258 X 10
0.78SSx 10-"
0.2270x 10-"

Partial rates (a.u. )

I=SX10' %/cm

0.4074 X 10
0.4882 X 10
0.3692 X 10
0.1295X 10
0.9716x 10-'
0.8524 X 10
0.4881x 10-'
0.2057 X 10
0.7867 X 10
0.3944x 10-'
0.2923 X 10
0.2369 X 10
0.1765 X 10
0.1180x10-'
0.7168x 10-'
0.4017x 10-'
0.2103x 10-'
0.1039x 10-'

I= 10' W/GID

0.4321x10-'
0.3137X 10
0.2480x10-'
0.1237X 10
0.1224 X 10
0.1008X 10
0.5046x 10-'
0.3640x 10-'
0.4252x 10 '
0.4275 X 10
0.3336x 10 '
0.2120x10 '
0.1169x 10-'
0.6257 X 10-'
0.3936x 10-'
0.3262 X 10
0.3143x 10-'
0.3029x 10
0.2747 X 10

Total rate 0.9646 x 10-' 0.1668x 10-' 0.1609x 10-'
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the total complex-rotated resonance wave functions to
the real axis and an exact difFerential formula. The reso-
nance wave functions can be solved numerically exactly
by means of the non-Hermitian Floquet theory and the
generalized complex-scaling pseudospectral discretization
technique. For laser frequency much smaller than the

binding energy, a new nonperturbative adiabatic theory
can be employed for eScient and accurate treatment of
the resonance wave functions. For the 10.6-pm wave-
length of the CO2 laser used by recent experiments [3],
the adiabatic theory is accurate and we extend it to the
complex-r domain for the solution of the complex-rotated
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FIG. 6. The same as Fig. 5, for the intensity 5 X 10' W/cm . The differential rates are in units of 10 ' a.u.
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FIG. 7. The same as Fig. 5, for the intensity 10"W/cm . The difFerential rates are in units of 10 a.u.

quasienergy eigenfunctions for H negative ions driven
by intense monochromatic laser fields. We perform a de-
tailed study on the angular distribution and partial rates
for multiphoton above-threshold detachment of H in
moderate laser intensities (10' —10"W/cm ).

Unlike the partial rates, the angular distributions are
quite sensitive to the spatial intensity variations inside the
laser focus. That is why the pure angular distributions
without the spatial disturbances can be observed for rath-
er short laser pulses. In this case the processes that turn
on and turn off the laser field should be taken into ac-
count. However, we can expect that for such a system as
H these effects are minimized since they are the most

important for quasiresonance processes, and H
possesses only one bound state. Work is in progress for
the detailed study of the effect of laser pulses.
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